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room to the basement car park to pre-heat the
area’s ventilation air to above 4ºC to help to
combat the extremes of a Moscow winter.
Unusually, the building has no boilers, so the
building will import waste heat from an adjacent co-generation plant via Moscow’s district
heating system, as well as from its own office
floors. There will be two heat intakes to ensure
continuity of supply, separated from the building’s energy highway by heat exchangers.
In total, there will be five plant or “technical”

Moscow City Tower’s energy highway is based on the main condenser water circuit

floors, as Klondar says they are known in
Russia. These will double up as fire barriers to
comply with fire codes, which specified fourhour compartments at 75m intervals throughout the height of the building. The codes have
recently been rewritten; previously the standard separation was 50m.
This series of vertical plantrooms was a
bonus for the services engineers. The tower’s
tremendous height would have meant enormous static pressure in pipework. But the plant

floors allow the engineers to install heat
exchangers to break the risers into shorter
lengths. This has the advantage of reducing the
static head, minimising thermal expansion and
contraction while at the same time minimising
the riser size. The technical floors also allowed
the drainage pipes to incorporate offsets to
slow the velocity of pipes’ contents.
In common with many other Foster-designed
buildings, Moscow City Tower has a transparent
facade. This maximises daylight penetration
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